Alliance for
Global Justice

2017 Delegations

Mexico

Post-Coup vs.
Post-Revolution:
Honduras and Nicaragua
February 17-26

Why is the US Building
Prisons in Mexico?
March 10-20

Venezuela

Honduras

Nicaragua

Venezuela in Crisis:
How are the People
Responding?
April 2-10

We’ll compare & contrast the two countries in
the areas of community development, militarism/
citizen security, social welfare & other topics.
$1,000
Delegation will start in Tucson, AZ & travel to
Hermosillo, Sonora, Oaxaca, & Mexico City
investigating the US export of its mass incarceration model to Mexico & beyond. We call it
Prison Imperialism. $1400 (includes flights from
Hermosillo to Oaxaca and Oaxaca to Mexico City.)
With a focus on the Afro-Venezuelan community,
judge for yourself the extent of the economic &
political crisis, its causes and effects, & how people
are responding. $1,100

Interested in
Joining
a Delegation?
Email:
Delegations@AFGJ.org

Why Go?
AFGJ Delegation Save Lives
and Can Change Your Life
ww.AFGJ.org
Delegation Members March in Colombia

Honduras

Alliance for Global Justice
2017 Delegations
Honduras Through the Eyes Youthful activists of any age will get a lot out of this
delegation to learn about post-coup Honduras in
of its Youth & LGBTQ
the voices of youth, student and the queer commMay 19-29
unity, both of which are targeted by the repressive
regime. $950

Colombia

Colombia/Venezuela
Compare & Contrast
June 30-July 10

Paraguay

Venezuela

Paraguay: Land of
Inequality & Food Security
Aug 4-14

This unique delegation to the Colombian state of
Guajira and the Venezuelan state of Zulia, both on
the Caribbean, will enable us to talk to
organizations and individuals who are far from
their political capitals about the challenges and
accomplishments in both countries. $1,400
Little-known to US solidarity activists & Latin
Americanists, Paraguay has the most unequal land
distribution in the hemisphere and its agro-export
model leaves little land to grow food for its own
people. Learn with AfGJ about struggles by
popular organizations for economic equality &
food sovereignty. $1400

Peru

Bolivia
Eco-Solidarity in the Andes:
Peru and Bolivia
Oct 20-30

International airfare excluded.

ww.AFGJ.org

Email: Delegations@AFGJ.org
Prices include: Accommodations
(double occupancy), in-country travel,
food, translation, program.

Delegations Members HIke with Locals

Interested in
Joining
a Delegation?

Meet with environmentalists and workers confronting Climate Change and extractiveindustries
together. Melting glaciers and exploitive industries
have created new collaborations between
movementsas we all fight for survival. $1,400

